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Corrosion-protected screw jacks for extreme environmental and
operational influences   

The screw jack "Gold" is successfully used in contact with aggressive
substances, oxidation or other acidic or alkaline environments. It is of
course available in various sizes and designs.   

>> Find out more about the CuAL10Fe5Ni5 gearbox 

NOZipedia – your source for
your own calculatio
You know what we are talking
about!For example, Formulas were
once learned, rarely used and
unfortunately forgotten again. But
where can I find these, if I would want
to use them again? Of course on the
web - and from now on neatly
arranged with the most important
facts, combined and logically arranged
on Nozag’s website. 

>> NOZipedia for Standard Program 
>> NOZipedia for Standard Drives 

Different methods lead to the calculation of your drive solution  

The "no time" type: Let Nozag do the calculations. Provide the information and
easily and comfortably get the finished numbers. This service is of value to you, so
you will carry the expenses. >> Try it out here 

The "D.I.Y." type: You know how to do it, but you still lack that small detail, e.g.
Formulas, values, or other little bits and pieces. Then simply pick up the necessary
tools on our NOZipedia for Standard Program or for Standard Drives and provide
us the finished facts for production. 

The "this is something big" type: You are already aware that your project has an
attractive volume and the order is only a matter of form. But you want security and
service. You can get this from us, free of charge, with the corresponding order
volume. 

Drive components from Nozag – product range extract  
In addition to finished gearboxes and drives, you will also find a wide range of
standard parts, which can be work on, ready to install. We are also happy to
develop and produce custom-made products for you.
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